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Abstract: In recent decades, the performance of economic and non-economic activities has 

required them to be friendly with the environment. Transport is one of the areas having 

considerable potential within the scope. The main assumption to achieve ambitious green 

goals is an effective green transport evaluation system. However, these systems are 

researched from the industrial company and supply chain perspective only sporadically. 

The aim of the paper is to design a conceptual framework for creating the Green Transport 

(GT) Balanced Scorecard (BSC) models from the viewpoint of industrial companies and 

supply chains using an appropriate multi-criteria decision making method. The models 

should allow green transport performance evaluation and support of an effective 

implementation of green transport strategies. Since performance measures used in 

Balanced Scorecard models are interdependent, the Analytic Network Process (ANP) was 

used as the appropriate multi-criteria decision making method. The verification of the 

designed conceptual framework was performed on a real supply chain of the European 

automotive industry. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent decades, the performance of economic and non-economic activities has required them to 

be friendly to the environment. Transport is one of the areas with considerable potential within the 

scope since it has significant negative impacts on the environment. This proactive approach to 

addressing and eliminating the negative environmental impacts from company and supply chain 

transport processes is called Green Transport (GT). 

The current goals of GT are focused on reducing the fuel consumption (which is closely linked to 

cutting CO2 and other exhaust gases), reducing noise, reducing the transport costs, reducing traffic 

jams and, ultimately, on complying with the legislative restrictions. An active and effective solution of 

the issues of GT must be seen not only as a challenge, but especially as an opportunity offering the 

possibility of significant competitive advantage, improving the image of the company in the eyes of 

the customers, region, state and the general public. 

The main assumption to achieve these ambitious goals is an effective green transport evaluation 

system, which allows not only measurement, monitoring, and evaluation of GT performance but also 

supporting green transport strategies in industrial companies and supply chains. 

However, on the basis of a detailed literature review in the area of the GT evaluation systems, it can 

be stated that: 

(1) GT evaluation systems are a worldwide processed described and developed topic but only from 

a multinational and national perspective, especially for the area of urban or public transport  

(see e.g., [1–4]). 

(2) GT evaluation systems are usually included in a broader concept of sustainable transport, which, 

apart from the environmental aspects, also deals with the economic and social criteria [5–8]. 

(3) GT fields from the viewpoint of industrial companies or supply chains in the available GT 

evaluation systems are addressed only sporadically and marginally (see e.g., [9]). 

(4) There is no available GT evaluation system for industrial companies or supply chains based on 

Balanced Scorecard model. Sporadically, Green Supply Chain Balanced Scorecard models 

were proposed [10,11]. 

(5) As a result of different importance of green performance measures, GT evaluation systems 

should be based on multi-criteria decision making methods [10,12,13]. 

The aim of the paper is to design a conceptual framework for creating the Green Transport 

Balanced Scorecard models from the viewpoint of industrial companies and supply chains using an 

appropriate multi-criteria decision making method. The models should allow GT performance 

evaluation and support of an effective implementation of GT strategies. Since performance measures 

used in Balanced Scorecard models are interdependent [14], multi-criteria decision making methods 

that do not require independence among measures must be used. The Analytic Network Process meets 

this requirement [15]. The article is based on authors’ considerations first published in the CSCC’2015 

conference paper [16]. 
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2. Experimental Section 

The experimental section contains the methodological base of the designed conceptual framework, 

the conceptual framework design, and the case study, which was used for the verification of the framework. 

2.1. Methodological Base 

Balanced Scorecard and Analytic Network Process were used as the main methodological 

approaches for the conceptual framework design. 

2.1.1. Balanced Scorecard 

Balanced Scorecard (BSC) is a method of management that creates a link between strategy and 

operational activities with an emphasis on performance measurement [14]. The BSC model (see Figure 1) 

was first introduced in 1992 by Kaplan and Norton, and has since then become a widely adopted 

approach to management control and performance management by both business and government.  

The BSC was created as a complement to financial measures, not as a substitute [17], and worked on 

balancing the four perspectives in order to give a comprehensive description of the business. 

 

Figure 1. The Balanced Scorecard model [14]. 

By using the BSC, the strategy and vision of the company can be converted into performance 

measures that include both outcome measures and the drivers of these measures [17,18]. For a strategy 

to be successful, it needs to consider financial ambitions, processes to be improved, markets served 

and the people in the organization that implement the strategy [19]. The BSC uses all these 

perspectives by considering both internal and external aspects [20]. Every perspective should contain 

four different sections: objectives, measures, targets and initiatives. For employees to be able to act 
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upon the organization’s vision, translating the strategy and mission of the company into objectives is 

the first step in the creation of each perspective.  

Strategies like “an empowered organization” are hard to implement in practice and senior 

executives should therefore create understandable and actionable objectives, along with defined 

measures to keep track of the progress of reaching each goal [21]. Each measure should then be 

associated with a target (a short-term goal) that works as a milestone to assist in evaluating the 

progress of each objective. The last column in each perspective should be initiatives, describing 

actions that should be undertaken by the firm to reach each objective. 

2.1.2. Analytic Network Process 

The Analytic Network Process (ANP) is a multistage decomposition method used to solve  

decision-making problems involving more than one criterion of optimality developed by Saaty [15]. 

The basic idea is to create a decision-making network and the subsequent evaluation of importance of 

the single links among the interconnected elements. These evaluations are represented by weights, 

which are determined on the basis of pair comparison. The ANP does not limit human understanding 

and experience to force decision-making into a highly technical model that is unnatural and contrived. 

It is in essence a formalization of how people usually think, and it helps the decision-maker keep track 

of the process as the complexity of the problem and the diversity of its factors increase [22]. 

ANP is based on the implementation of three basic steps (modified according to [15,23,24]): 

(1) Model construction. 

A decision-making problem is analysed by researchers and transformed into the network structure. 

This network contains elements/nodes, clusters and connections. The elements symbolise fundamental 

building blocks of the network. They represent both criteria and alternatives. Clusters are groupings of 

elements, which are logically related factors of the decision. Connections determine dependences 

among elements. The elements can affect and can be affected by other elements in their cluster  

(inner dependence) or in the whole network (outer dependence). 

(2) Pairwise comparison matrices and priority vectors. 

The determination of weights is based on node pairwise comparisons when one element depends on 

two or more different elements from one cluster and on cluster pairwise comparisons when elements 

(one or more) from one cluster depend on two or more elements from other clusters. The relative 

importance values are determined with Saaty’s 1–9 scale presented in Table 1. 

Table 1. The fundamental scales of pairwise comparison [15]. 

Intensity of Importance Definition 

1 Equal importance 
3 Moderate importance 
5 Strong importance 
7 Very strong importance 
9 Absolute importance 

2, 4, 6, 8 Intermediate values 
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Pairwise comparisons are performed in the framework of node and cluster matrices, and local 

priority vectors are derived as estimates of the relative importance associated with the elements or 

clusters being compared. 

(3) Supermatrix construction. 

In the first step, the unweighted supermatrix is created directly from all local priority vectors. In the 

second step, the weighted supermatrix is calculated by multiplying the values of the unweighted 

supermatrix with their affiliated cluster weights. By normalizing the weighted supermatrix, it is made 

column stochastic. In the third and final step, the limit supermatrix is processed by raising the entire 

supermatrix to powers until it converges in terms of lines. Limit priority values within this supermatrix 

indicate the flow of influence of an individual element towards the overall goal. Since the decision 

alternatives are elements of an original cluster of the network, their limit priorities are synonymous 

with their contributions to the goal and are used for the ranking of alternatives, being normalized 

within the cluster [25]. 

2.2. Conceptual Framework Design 

Designed conceptual framework includes the selection of green transport strategy, selection of 

Balanced Scorecard approach, specification of green transport strategy, prioritization of Balanced 

Scorecard measures, and evaluation of green transport strategy reaching (see Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2. Designed conceptual framework. 

Practical application of the designed conceptual framework will only rarely have the presented 

“linear” form and will not be realized in such a transparent and clear manner. It will be necessary to 

take into account the following facts: 

- The creation of the Green Transport Balanced Scorecard models will be an iterative process with 

returns to previously adopted and re-evaluated procedures (see feedbacks in Figure 2). The first 

possible feedbacks are in the step Specification of Green Transport Strategy. During this step, a 

need for selection of a different BSC approach (step 2) or even GT strategy (step 1) can appear. 

The next possible feedback is in the step Prioritization of Balanced Scorecard Measures where 

the results of the prioritization can lead to changes in the specification of GT Strategy (step 3). 

The final possible feedback is in the step Evaluation of GT strategy reaching. After the 
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evaluation, it can be stated that the selected GT strategy was too challenging or not challenging 

enough (step 1). If some step is changed, all of the next steps must be carried out again. 

- The partial steps in the designed framework will often be interrelated (e.g., Specification of GT 

strategy can be conducted simultaneously with the Prioritization of Balanced Scorecard measures). 

- Thanks to its strategic importance, the creation of the Green Transport Balanced Scorecard 

models will be a nonstandard, original and creative process, which does not exclude the use of 

partial formal methods and tools making the thought processes easier. 

- The creation of the Green Transport Balanced Scorecard models will be a process of continuous 

adaptation to changes in the internal and external environment, which are continuous as well. 

2.2.1. Selection of Green Transport Strategy 

The key step of the conceptual framework is the selection of an appropriate green transport strategy. 

For that purpose, authors of the paper offer GT strategy matrix, which is shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. Green transport strategy matrix. 

The GT strategy matrix is based on the following criteria: 

(1) Expected green effect after the GT strategy implementation—low or high. 

(2) Estimated cost of the GT strategy implementation—low or high. 

(3) Responsibility to decide on the GT strategy implementation in the given company: (I) In the 

responsibility of the implementers or (II) Limited responsibility of the implementers (e.g., 

within the responsibility of another company department or corporation). 

The results are four main GT strategies: 

(1) Ideal—high green effect can be achieved at low costs or even cost savings. 

(2) Economic—only a limited green effect can be achieved at low costs or even cost savings. 

(3) Ecological—incurring high costs will achieve a high green effect. 

(4) Ineffective—incurring high costs brings only a limited green effect. 
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The ideal GT strategy is generally used in companies and supply chains, which start with green 

politics. Economic and Ecological GT strategies are implemented when the Ideal strategy is depleted. 

Ineffective GT strategy should not be used at all. At the same time, green initiatives within the direct 

responsibility of the implementers are preferred in frame of the selected main GT strategy. 

In practice, the selection of GT strategy depends on specific conditions in the researched company, 

especially on the company and/or corporation strategy. Thus, the values “low” and “high” are 

determined by company and/or corporation top managers. From the authors’ experience can be stated 

that the threshold between low and high green effects are done by green strategic goals of the company 

top management or corporation. The larger are stakeholders’ expectations, the more challenging will 

be green strategy goals and the higher will be the threshold value. In case of the costs, threshold value 

means zero additional investments in comparison with the accepted company business plan. 

2.2.2. Selection of Balanced Scorecard Approach 

According to Butler et al. [26], options for incorporating sustainability/green into the BSC include: 

(1) Adding a fifth perspective to the BSC. 

(2) Developing a separate sustainable/green BSC. 

(3) Integrating the measures throughout the four perspectives. 

Adding a fifth perspective to the BSC may be the simplest approach. For example, Kurien and 

Qureshi propose the Environment perspective with three indexes: environment, social, and economic [10]. 

It could provide more visibility but not necessarily increased importance to the green ability aspects of 

corporate management. Isolating green measures in a separate perspective might weaken environmental 

initiatives by not providing clear ties to the other perspectives and to corporate strategies. 

The strength of developing a separate green BSC is the fact that a green BSC can be used to 

implement a green strategy [27]. However, the free-standing nature may fail to help the company tie 

environmental aspects directly into the corporate strategy. There are two possibilities: 

(1) To use the four original perspectives with completely new green measures (see e.g., [28]). 

(2) To develop new green perspectives. For instance, Hsu et al. propose perspectives as follows: 

sustainability, stakeholders, internal business processes, and learning and growth [29]. 

Integrating new measures throughout the existing four perspectives has the advantage of allowing 

the measures to be seen as fundamental to day-to-day operations. Integration indicates that management 

recognizes there are cause and effect linkages between corporate strategies and green efforts. 

The authors of the paper suggest the use of the second approach with four original perspectives for 

GT strategy implementation on the company/supply chain transport level and the third approach for 

company/supply chain level. However, it is only a recommendation, and the final selected approach 

will depend on a particular situation in an analysed company/supply chain. 

Green Transport Balanced Scorecard (GTBSC) model shown in Figure 4 was designed for strategy 

implementation on the company/supply chain transport level. 

There are two basic differences in comparison with traditional BSC model (compare Figures 1 and 4): 
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(1) Only green measures are taken into consideration. 

(2) In addition to target values, there are threshold and real values. Thresholds represent minimum 

accepted values of the measures. Realities describe real values of the measures. 

 

Figure 4. Green Transport Balanced Scorecard model. 

2.2.3. Specification of Green Transport Strategy 

Specific green objectives, measures, thresholds, targets, and initiatives are determined in this step 

according to the selected GT strategy and the contemporary green transport performance in the given 

company/supply chain. The authors of the paper designed the conceptual framework for assessing the 

green transport performance in industrial companies and supply chains for that purpose [30]. 

The framework contains 30 general green best practices/initiatives (see Table 2), which are divided 

into four areas: 

(1) Strategy—practices creating the basis of a successful application of other best practices or they 

have the character of supply chain structural changes. 

(2) Management—practices focused on planning and subsequent execution of transport. 

(3) Technology—technical innovations of the means of transport, equipment, ICT systems  

and packages. 

(4) Staff—practices whose motive power is represented by the people and their skills. 

The green best practices/initiatives were created on the basis of a detailed reference sources review. 

More than 170 best practices have been analysed altogether. The principal sources of information  

were [31–36]. 
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Table 2. Green best practices/initiatives. 

Field No. Best Practices/Initiatives 

Strategy 

1 Small distance of the key suppliers  

2 Eco-efficient network optimization 

3 Centralisation of production plants 

4 Efficient system of monitoring indicators of Green transport 

5 Green partnership platform with all stakeholders 

6 Logistics service providers with implemented Green politics 

Management 

7 Utilisation of fully-loaded direct supplies and milk runs 

8 Utilisation of the intermodal transport 

9 Suppliers agreement for sharing their warehouses 

10 Collaborative delivery planning with your suppliers/customers 

11 Cooperation in transport utilization with logistics service providers 

12 Utilisation of back rides 

Technology 

13 Sophisticated ICT for transport planning and control 

14 High transport capacity utilization 

15 Utilisation of alternative fuels and engines 

16 Innovated fleet 

17 Sophisticated software for route optimization 

18 Utilisation of road trains 

19 Utilisation of double deck vehicles and other two-level systems 

20 Utilisation of one-way pallets or other packages for long transports 

21 Minimizing the loading/unloading time 

22 Utilisation of telematics systems for efficient transport operations 

23 Careful preventive maintenance of fleet 

24 Light vehicles 

25 Utilisation of engine shutdown during waiting times 

Staff 

26 Eco-efficient motivation system for drivers 

27 Eco-efficient motivation system for company logistics staff 

28 Green training of drivers 

29 Green training of company logistics staff 

30 Eco-efficient new drivers selection 

During the specification of the green objectives, measures, thresholds, targets, and mainly 

initiatives, it can be obvious that the BSC approach selected before can not be used or the chosen GT 

strategy can’t even be achieved. In this case, it is necessary to return to these steps and change the 

previously adopted decisions.  

2.2.4. Prioritization of Balanced Scorecard Measures 

The task of this step is the creation of a system for measurement of reaching the selected GT 

strategy. It is based on the assignment of weights of the four perspectives and their measures.  

The authors of the paper suggest the ANP method for that purpose because there are significant 

dependences between the perspectives and also their measures. 
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Measures with the highest weight should be incorporated to the existing company/supply chain 

BSC model to ensure the unity between the company/supply chain strategy and the GT strategy. 

During this step, it can be stated that some measures have such small significance that it is possible 

to remove or replace them (which leads to return to the Specification of GT Strategy). 

2.2.5. Evaluation of Green Transport Strategy Reaching 

Real values of the selected measures are collected during this step. Using the ANP method, performance 

of the selected GT strategy reaching can be calculated. The evaluation of the results may include: 

(1) Comparison of the calculated value with the overall threshold and target values. 

(2) Inclusion of the calculated value into the pre-defined categories (unacceptable, bad, good, very 

good, excellent GT strategy reaching). 

(3) Analysis of the trend if the evaluation of the GT strategy reaching is performed repeatedly. 

If there is an unsatisfactory GTS reaching, it is desirable to focus on the perspectives and measures 

with the highest weight. 

After the evaluation, it can be stated that the selected GT strategy was too challenging or not 

challenging enough, and it is suitable to return to step 1. 

2.3. Case Study 

The verification of the designed conceptual framework is performed on a real supply chain of the 

European automotive industry. The GT strategy implementing took place in a company, which is 

incorporated in a multinational corporation. The framework was implemented by the GT strategy 

project team, which included the logistics director (to assure consensus between GT strategy and the 

company strategy), the green project manager (a person responsible for GT strategy implementation), 

logistics managers/experts from transport area and the authors of the framework (academics). Given 

the sensitivity of the used data, this section presents only an illustrative case study. 

2.3.1. Selection of Green Transport Strategy 

GT strategy is related to inbound, internal, and outbound transport, which is planned and controlled 

by the company. The Ideal GT strategy is used in this case study, because top management of the 

company has set the challenging green goal: to reduce emissions per unit produced by 8% in a three 

year strategic horizon (high green effect). On the contrary, the top management prefers that such green 

projects, which are profitable, eventually have a minimum loss (low costs).  

2.3.2. Selection of Balanced Scorecard Approach 

As the GT strategy is only a partial strategy of the company (Company strategy → Green strategy 

→ Green logistics strategy → GT strategy), the designed GTBSC appears as an appropriate tool for 

GT strategy implementation. 
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2.3.3. Specification of Green Transport Strategy 

Specific green objectives, measures, threshold, target and real values, and initiatives for each 

perspective are summed up in Table 3. Evaluation of reaching the objectives and their measures is 

carried out on an annual basis. Threshold, target and real values of the measures F1, P1, L1, L2, and 

C2 are expressed as annual change in percentages. Only objectives and initiatives related to the Ideal 

GT strategy in the responsibility of the company were selected. 

Table 3. Specification of the selected green transport (GT) strategy. 

Perspectives Objectives Measures Units Thresholds Targets Realities Initiatives 

Financial 

Transport cost saving 
F1: Transport  

costs/Produced cars 
EUR/car 1% 3% 2.5% 4—Efficient system of 

green transport 

monitoring indicators 

6—Logistics service 

providers with 

implemented  

green politics 

14—High transport 

capacity utilisation 

27—Eco-efficient 

motivation system 

for company 

logistics staff 

29—Green training  

of company 

logistics staff 

High return on 

investments in green 

projects 

F2: (Net project benefits/Project 

costs) × 100 
% 0 20 5 

Internal 

Business 

Processes 

Decreasing the  

CO2 emissions 
P1: CO2 emissions/Produced cars g/car 1% 3% 4% 

Learning and 

Growth 

Increasing the  

green knowledge 

L1: Green training hours/ 

Number of logistics staff 

hours/

person 
25% 50% 30% 

Increasing the green 

innovativeness of 

logistics staff 

L2: Number of successful green 

innovations/Number of 

logistics staff 

pcs/ 

person 
0% 30% 25% 

Customer 

Increasing the green 

image of transport 

C1: Number of positive 

evaluation in a survey 
% 60 90 75 

Reducing the local 

environmental impacts 

C2: Number of arriving  

and departing  

trucks/Produced cars 

pcs/car 1% 4% 3% 

The first main top management requirement, a high green effect, is taken into the consideration 

through the internal business perspective. The objective was defined as decreasing the CO2 emissions 

because CO2 is considered as the most important part of greenhouse gas emissions by the corporation. 

The company has growth strategy, which is based on increasing the number of produced cars in the 

next few years. It means also increasing the absolute value of the CO2 emissions. For that reason, the 

objective is measured per produced car (F1). The measure uses gram per car as the unit. Threshold, target 

and real values of the measure are expressed as annual change in percentages. The threshold value 

ensures a minimum accepted emission decreasing. There is a minimum 1% decrease in the company 

pessimistic scenario. The three-year strategic goal in emissions decreasing by 8% fits to annual 3% 

rate of the CO2 emissions decreasing. The real value represents the annual CO2 emissions decreasing 

between years 2013 and 2014. 

The second requirement related to low costs approach is expressed by a financial perspective.  

The company top management prefers such green projects, which are profitable. For that reason, the 

objective high return on investments in green project was defined. The standard measure, which is 

used in the company for evaluation of projects’ profitability, is the share of net profit benefits (project 
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benefits minus project costs) and project costs. For that reason, the same formula was used as  

the measure of the objective (F2). Unit of the measure is percentage. The threshold value says that 

green project costs must be minimally equal to its benefits. The target value shows that these projects 

should have 20% of the profitability. The real value represents the average profitability of all green 

projects in 2014. 

The learning and growth and the customers perspectives support the ones mentioned above. 

Similarly, only such initiatives that represent systematic and sustainable emission decreasing (high 

green effect) and do not require high investments (low costs approach) were selected. 

2.3.4. Prioritization of Balanced Scorecard Measures 

A network structure, which expresses dependences among the goal/green transport strategy, 

clusters/perspectives and nodes/measures is shown in Figure 5. The orientation of the arrows 

determines the type of dependencies. The green transport strategy depends on all perspectives and 

measures. There are also interdependencies among the measures from the other perspectives. Only the 

main ones were taken into consideration (see Table 4). 

 

Figure 5. Network structure of the designed GTBSC model. 
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Table 4. Measures’ interdependencies. 

Measure Depends on Explanation 

F1 

L1 Increasing the green knowledge usually means transport cost saving  

L2 Increasing the green innovativeness of logistics staff usually means transport cost saving 

C2 Decreasing the number of arriving and departing trucks means transport cost saving 

F2 

F1 
Transport cost saving means increasing the net green project benefits and the return on investments in 

green projects 

L1 Increasing the green knowledge usually means increasing the return on investments in green projects 

L2 
Increasing the green innovativeness of logistics staff usually means increasing the return on investments in 

green projects 

P1 

F1 
Transport cost saving is usually based on decreasing of kilometres travelled, which means decreasing the 

CO2 emissions 

F2 The main goal of any green project is to decrease the CO2 emissions 

L1 Increasing the green knowledge is primarily oriented on decreasing the CO2 emissions 

L2 Increasing the green innovativeness of logistics staff is primarily oriented on decreasing the CO2 emissions

C2 Decreasing the number of arriving and departing trucks means decreasing the CO2 emissions 

C1 
P1 Decreasing the CO2 emissions is important information for some groups of customers  

C2 Reducing the local environmental impacts means increasing the green image of transport 

C2 

F1 
Transport cost saving is usually based on decreasing the kilometres travelled, which means decreasing the 

number of arriving and departing trucks 

F2 The main goal of most green projects is decreasing the local environmental impacts 

P1 
Effort for decreasing the CO2 emissions usually means decreasing the number of arriving and departing 

trucks (assuming the Ideal GT strategy) 

L1 Increasing the green knowledge usually means reducing the local environmental impacts 

L2 
Increasing the green innovativeness of logistics staff usually means reducing the local  

environmental impacts 

SuperDecisions software was used for the application of the ANP method. The software was written 

by the ANP Team working for the Creative Decisions Foundation. There are subnets at each measure, 

which are used for assignment of the threshold, target and real values. 

To obtain global weights of all measures, cluster and node pairwise comparisons (given by the 

perspective and measures interdependencies) must be conducted. The cluster pairwise comparison 

matrices are shown in Tables 5 and 6, the node pairwise comparison matrices in Tables 7 and 8.  

From these tables, it is obvious that the differences in intensity of importance are relatively low. It is 

caused by the fact that all selected measures belong to the key (the most significant) indicators. There 

are no medium or less significant measures where these differences would be stronger. A similar 

situation is related to perspectives. The nature of the BSC is based on a balanced selection of perspectives. 

Table 5. Cluster pairwise comparison with respect to Green Transport Strategy. 

Clusters Financial Internal Business Processes Learning and Growth Customer 

Financial x 2 3 2 

Internal Business Processes 1/2 x 2 1 

Learning and Growth 1/3 1/2 X 1/2 

Customer 1/2 1 2 x 
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Table 6. Cluster pairwise comparisons with respect to perspectives. 

With Respect to 

Financial 
Financial 

Learning and 

Growth 
Customer 

With Respect to Internal 

Business Processes 
Financial 

Learning 

and Growth 
Customer 

Financial x 2 3 Financial x 1/2 2 

Learning and 

Growth 
1/2 x 2 Learning and Growth 2 x 3 

Customer 1/3 1/2 x Customer 1/2 1/3 x 

With Respect to 

Customer 
Financial 

Internal Business 

Processes 

Learning and 

Growth 
Customer   

Financial x 1/2 1 1/3   

Internal Business 

Processes 
2 x 2 1/2   

Learning and 

Growth 
1 1/2 x 1/3   

Customer 3 2 3 x   

Table 7. Node pairwise comparisons with respect to green transport strategy. 

In Financial F1 F2 In Learning and Growth L1 L2 In Customer C1 C2 

F1 x 1/2 L1 x 1/3 C1 2 x 

F2 2 x L2 3 x C2 x 1/2 

Table 8. Node pairwise comparisons with respect to measures. 

With F1 in  

Learning and Growth 
L1 L2 

With F2 in  

Learning and Growth 
L1 L2 

With P1 in  

Learning and Growth 
L1 L2 

L1 x 1/2 L1 x 1/3 L1 x 1/2 

L2 2 x L2 3 x L2 2 x 

With C2 in Learning 

and Growth 
L1 L2 With C2 in Financial F1 F2 With P1 in Financial F1 F2 

L1 x 1/2 F1 x 2 F1 x 1 

L2 2 x F2 1/2 x F2 1 x 

Global weights of the measures obtained using the SuperDecisions software are shown in Table 9 in 

the “Normalized by Goal” column. The most significant measures are L2: Increasing the green 

innovativeness of the logistics staff (32%) and F1: Transport cost saving (17%). These measures are 

followed by C2: Reducing the local environmental impacts (16%), L1: Increasing the green knowledge 

(15%), and P1 Decreasing the CO2 emissions (14%). The lowest priority obtained measure C1: 

Increasing the green image of transport because it doesn’t contribute to the decrease of any negative 

environmental impacts of the company transport. 

The significance of the L2 measure is given by the fact that the measure affects positively all other 

perspectives and measures. The successful implementation of GT strategy in the long term run always 

depends on high skilled and innovative logistics staff. The significance of the F1 measure corresponds 

to the Ideal GT strategy, which prefers such green initiatives that are related to low costs or better to 

cost savings. These two measures should be incorporated into the company BSC model to ensure the 

unity between the company strategy and the GT strategy. 
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Table 9. Global weights of the measures. 

Measure Normalized by Cluster Normalized by Goal 

F1 0.72244 0.16896 
F2 0.27756 0.06491 
P1 1.00000 0.14180 
L1 0.32562 0.15240 
L2 0.67438 0.31563 
C1 0.00000 0.00000 
C2 1.00000 0.15630 

2.3.5. Evaluation of Green Transport Strategy Reaching 

The main result of the evaluation step using the SuperDecisions software is shown in Table 10.  

The present state of reaching the green objectives and GT strategy is 80%. 

Table 10. Evaluation of the GT strategy reaching. 

Alternatives Values 

Thresholds 0.21466 
Realities 0.79884 
Targets 1.00000 

Thanks to the overall threshold value, the inclusion of the calculated real value into the pre-defined 

categories can be done. A value less than the overall threshold value means the GT strategy is 

implemented in an unacceptable way. On the contrary, a value that is greater than the overall target 

value means excellent GT strategy reaching. The interval between the overall target and threshold 

values can be divided into three categories (see Table 11). Suitable correction initiatives must be 

prepared for each category. 

Table 11. System for evaluation of the GT strategy reaching. 

Category Interval Corrections 

Excellent >1.00 Unneeded 
Very good 0.73–1.00 Small 

Good 0.47–0.73 Large 
Bad 0.21–0.47 Principal change of GT strategy 

Unacceptable <0.21 Total change of GT strategy 

The present state of the evaluated GT strategy implementation is very good that is why only small 

correction initiatives must be planned and realized. 

3. Results and Discussion 

The presented case study has demonstrated the viability of the conceptual framework for creating 

the Green Transport Balanced Scorecard models from the viewpoint of industrial companies and 

supply chains. The framework is able to build GTBSC models, which allow both GT performance 

evaluation and support an effective implementation of GT strategies. 
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Using the ANP method is crucial for this conceptual framework. If a multi-criteria decision making 

method that requires independence among measures were to be used, the results would be very 

different. To verify this fact, the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) also developed by Saaty [37,38] 

was applied. The AHP is a special type of the ANP, thus the SuperDecisions software could be used 

again for the prioritization of GTBSC measures. In this case, only pairwise comparison matrices from 

Tables 5 and 7 were taken into consideration. The comparison of the obtained results using the two 

multi-criteria decision making methods is presented in Table 12. From the table, it is obvious that the 

most significant L2 measure obtained only the weight of 9%. The reason is that the AHP method isn’t 

able to take interdependencies among the L2 measure and other measures into consideration. From 

Figure 5 and Table 2, it is evident that L2 Increasing the green innovativeness of logistics staff has a 

positive impact on measures F1, F2, P1, and C2. Thanks to this fact, the L2 must be the most significant 

measure. Similarly, it is possible to explain the others’ differences among the calculated weights. 

Table 12. Comparison of results using analytic network process (ANP) and analytic 

hierarchy process (AHP) methods. 

Measure ANP Weights AHP Weights 

F1 0.17 0.14 
F2 0.06 0.28 
P1 0.14 0.23 
L1 0.15 0.03 
L2 0.32 0.09 
C1 0.00 0.15 
C2 0.16 0.08 

Provided the AHP global weights would be used for evaluation of reaching the selected GT 

strategy, the present state of achieving the green objectives and GT strategy would be only 73%  

(see Table 13), i.e., only good. 

Table 13. Evaluation of the GT strategy reaching using the AHP method. 

Alternatives Values 

Thresholds 0.25333 
Realities 0.73471 
Targets 1.00000 

In practical utilization of the designed conceptual framework, two problems occur very often: 

(1) The ANP methodology is relatively time consuming and difficult to use. It will be a problem 

for small and medium companies. Thus, the conceptual framework is suitable, rather, for large 

companies, which use team and project work in strategic decision making processes as a 

company standard and can invite external ANP experts to support the methodology. 

(2) The second problem is to find such measure(s) to describe correctly the achieving objective. 

Judgment evaluation can be a possible solution in these cases. Since the evaluation is usually 

vague, the authors’ future works will be oriented on utilisation of the Fuzzy Analytic Network 

Process (FANP) method in the designed conceptual framework. 
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